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In a strange land...
Anyone who migrates to another country is a
special kind of person.
My father’s family came to Australia in 1951 from
Holland. The Groenenbooms lived through the
savagery of World War II, and had seen their city,
Rotterdam, blasted to bits and subject to Nazi
tyranny. They knew their nation would be rebuilt
- after all - the Dutch had pretty much drawn the
country out of the polder in the first place. They
could do it again. And so they did.
But there was also a keen sense for a new
beginning, a new start. Australia offered the
promise of opportunity, space, adventure, not to
mention some better weather...
Migrant peoples are determined and
independent. They are survivors. They came to a
totally different land, having to re-learn much of
life. Most make a terrific contribution. Our nation
owes much of its success and prosperity to people
such as these.
This issue is focusses on another wave of migrant
people: those making the move from South
Africa. Four voices give us varied perspective,
and some rich pearls of wisdom. May these
brothers and sisters coming to our shores bring
much value to our commonwealth and our
churches.
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Adaptation is the
Key
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Davie van Vuuren, Pastor at Campbelltown CRC,
South Australia, shares some experiences about
adapting to life in his new country

Coming to Australia for the first time, the
first challenge is to unlearn everything you
thought you knew about English, and then
learn to speak English the Aussie way. For
example …
South African English: On my way to the
braai I stopped my bakkie at the robot.
Aussie English: On my way to the barbie I
stopped my ute at the traffic light.
In Australian, a gentleman is called a bloke
and Excuse me sir, is pronounced: Sorry
mate. You have to learn about roos and
argy-bargy, and that tea is not necessarily a
drink – in fact, it can be a meal. And never forget:
slipping on your thongs does not refer to scanty
underwear.
Moving between continents and cultures leaves
you no choice – you absolutely have to adapt.
Originally from South Africa, our family lived in
England for almost a decade before being called by
the Campbelltown church in Adelaide four years

The Van Vuurens

ago. Two international moves gave our family the
opportunity twice to be stretched and to adapt and
grow, or to calcify and crumble.
A move to a new country and new continent brings
with it bags of uncertainty, which translates to an
element of excitement for the more adventurous,
and absolute horror for those for whom stability
and security are more valued than a rush of
adrenaline.
For our family adapting to London meant adapting
in language, to cold rainy weather, to London
trains, to the underground and red buses, and to
living in one of the cultural and commercial hubs of
the world. It meant adapting to a fast lifestyle, high
fliers all around us, and becoming deeply aware of
so called “class” in society.
Adapting to life “down under” was in so many
ways adapting to quite the opposite of what we
were used to before. Having to drive seven hours
to reach our neighbouring city; being in a time zone
that makes staying in contact with relatives and old
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Quotable

Adapt or perish, now as ever, is nature's inexorable
imperative.
H. G. Wells

Enjoying success requires the ability to adapt.
Nolan Ryan
The more you adapt, the more interesting you are.
Martha Stewart

Reasonable men adapt to the world around them;
unreasonable men make the world adapt to them.
The world is changed by unreasonable men.
Edwin Louis Cole

friends very hard; and the Aussie heat after being
so used to the British chill.
The pleasant part was that there was room around
you; the friendliness of strangers; an attitude of
“everyone is equal”; colourful birds; fascinating
marsupials; and accepting, patient, and forgiving
members of our church.
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The most challenging bit for me was to decipher
Aussie culture and attitudes, so that I would know
how to “land” my preaching in a way that is
relevant to people’s experience. I found it much
harder to bring the Gospel in the “Lucky Country,”
so far removed of the world’s worst problems.
Jesus said that He didn’t come for the healthy but
for the sick. I’ve grown up understanding the soulcry of people in Africa. I have learnt to understand
something of the social isolation and deep-seated
loneliness-amongst-crowds on the British Isles. But
the typical Aussie bloke is surrounded by his
mates, and apart from being slightly annoyed with
the politicians, problems seem to be many miles
away (at least that is the way it appears to
newcomers to the country).
Time is helping us to see that in Australia we carry
our problems and the reasons for our problems
within us. Relationships break up. Joy is sucked
from the lives of many. People get addicted; lose
their tempers; hurt themselves and those around
them. As in every other country of the world,
people are broken. Like people on all other
continents Aussies need love, forgiveness, healing,
sanctification. Australians needs the Gospel
whether they realise it or not. Australia needs
Jesus.
That is why I have to adapt. I need to change to be
faithful to the Unchanging One.
Dawie van Vuuren, Pastor, Cambelltown CRC

Reformed
Theological
college
...Churches reforming to reach the lost for Christ
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Working Through the Migration
Challenge
An educator with Taylors College in Perth, WA, Heiltjie Coetzer talks us through
her journey from South Africa

Migrating is difficult, with most
migrants experiencing mixed
feelings. These are mainly driven
by a heightened emotional
sensitivity flowing from the many
interactions they need to have
with people in their new
surroundings. These feelings are
in 99% of the cases misleading. If
left unchecked they may lead to a
negative attitude which may
result in other problems, and
even ultimately an unsuccessful
integration.
For the professing Christian it is
not any different - although it is
supposed to be! The reason being
that we are strangers to this
world and merely passing
through, but because we
constantly using the world as a
measure we often turn out little
different to the rest.
Migrants from South Africa are
just as scared and unsure of what
to expect from this new country
and its people as any other
migrants.
Some are Christians while other
have just a thin sliver of Christian
influence from the culture they
left behind. Even so, almost
everybody starts at a church
because the love, acceptance and
support offered is always there.
A Christian church is such a good
starting point for anybody
seeking assistance to make a good
start in this new life.
4

Coming to Australia and finding
a church and becoming part of
the church family was a spiritual
growth experience for us.
On my first LCD trip (Look, See,
Decide) to Australia, I made
contact with Peter Abetz (pastor
in 2005 at Grace Christian
Reformed Church, Duncraig,
WA). During my 11 day stay, I
attended church at Grace which
mainly consisted of Afrikaans
speaking South African migrants.
I made a few South African
friends which I kept in contact
with after returning home to
South Africa.
In 2006 we decided to come for a
longer 3 month period just to
make sure that this could be our
new 'home'. Pastor Peter came to
fetch us at Perth airport in his
green Kombi. It was so nice to see
someone familiar! Peter, Jenny
and the rest of the church
congregation truly made as feel
welcome and part of the church
family for those few months of
our stay in Perth.
After almost three months we
went back to South Africa to
finalise everything and make the
big move. We arrived back in
August 2007. Once again,
congregation members of Grace
came to welcome and fetch us at
the airport.

We were offered a place to stay
for a few weeks and this helped
us tremendously as we settled in,
found jobs, and find our own
home.
We moved south of the river,
though still attended Grace and
became active members in the
church community. We settled in
very quickly and adapted
extremely well. During this time,
the warm support of our church
friends and family was such an
encouragement!
As Grace grew and the members
increased they needed to find a
bigger venue for church services
and they moved further north of
the river.
At that stage it just became too far
for us to attend and continue as
active members of the church
community. This was a very
emotional time, we knew we had
to find a church and church
family closer to our home. It was
a very difficult decision to move
on, but we also wanted to be part
of and integrate into our local
community.
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After some research on the web,
we found Gateway Community
Church in Cockburn Central. We
attended Gateway a few times
and we felt at home and part of a
church family again. We were
part of a church family again!

At Grace and we all had
something in common – we were
all migrants from South Africa.
We shared a common cultural
Looking back at our church
background, we spoke a common journey this past six and a half
language.
years, I realise that being part of a
church family plays a very
As a native Afrikaans speaking
important role when you are
person, personally I find it very
migrating to a new country.
difficult to read, understand and
pray in English let alone spread
I know it is not always possible,
the Gospel. It was a huge learning but we are fortunate here in
curve for us attending church in
Australia there are so many South
English but what made it easier
African migrants and so many
was the fact that at Grace we
South African friendly churches.
could still socialise in Afrikaans
Being part of a South African
after the service.
congregation after arriving in a
We also knew that if we want to
new country makes the settling
be a light to the world here in
process in a new country so much
Australia, and especially in our
easier.
local community, we would need
Sadly, after successfully
to integrate. So we needed to find
integrating into society a large
a church with the same reformed
portion of people fall away
heritage we loved in South Africa.

...Churches reforming to reach the lost for Christ

completely. Did they never truly
belong to the church family in the
first place?
The only thing that makes the
majority of South Africans look
slightly different is there
behaviour and that is due to the
fact that religion for them is and
was cultural.
We have been wonderfully
received at Grace and Gateway,
and have grown much through
the whole migration experience.
We continue to pray that God will
use us and churches like ours to
draw people back into
relationship with his Son Jesus.
We pray further that our churches
will become increasingly effective
in their mission work for those
who make the difficult decision to
migrate.
Heiltjie Coetzer
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Settling in...
Joe Vermeulen shares some wisdom learned as he, Cecile, and their children
make the change to life in Australia. Joe pastors Grace Christian Reformed
Church, based in Edith Cowan University, Duncraig, WA

Nearly 12 years ago we migrated from South Africa
to Australia.
I still vividly remember the day we left – saying
goodbye to family and friends – and pets that we
loved but would never see again.
We were excited about the prospect of moving to
Australia, but we were also experiencing the pain
of letting go. At the airport we had the closest
family gathered with us… we drank coffee and
shared light-hearted conversation… anything to
stay clear of the dreaded goodbye. But then it
happened… the time came for us to give our last
hugs and speak our teary ‘love you’s’ and ‘go well’
and ‘look after yourselves.’
The next day we landed in Brisbane to start the
next chapter of our lives. In some ways it was made
easier because we were received by a wonderful
church family (Bray Park Community Church), but
like all migrants, we had to go through a time of
change and integration.
If I had to do it all over again – what life lessons
would I share with myself heading into migration?
What pearls of wisdom would help the newly
arrived migrant here in beautiful Oz?
Make memories
The migrant family lives in a new country, but at
the start, all our happy memories are ‘back home’.
We miss good times and good friends and family
‘back home.’
One of the best things to do is to take time to make
new memories in our new country. Coffee outings,
walks on the beach, exploring the surrounds,
weekends away… and make sure to take lots of
photos. Soon enough the special times we
remember and talk about is in times and places

6

Joe and Cecile Vermeulen

where we live
now, our new
country, our new
home.
Put down local roots

Make the effort to become part of the town, city –
and country - where you find yourself. Your
previous home has special sentiment attached to it,
but we cannot make a little South Africa here in Oz.
We are now Australian, and there is much to enjoy
and celebrate. Of course we can add our best South
African recipes, hospitality and values to the mix –
but all of this should be to help make our new
home a better home – for ourselves and our fellow
Australians living around us.
Embrace your calling
God uses people where they are. I believe with my
whole heart that God wants to use us where we are.
The book of Acts tells the story of the persecuted
Christians fleeing Jerusalem, fearing for their lives,
but then they spread the Gospel wherever they
went.
Churches were planted, and God’s Word spread far
and wide into the known world.
At the time it might have seemed like confusion
and desperation, but wherever God’s people found
themselves fleeing to, God worked through them
and spread the Gospel further afield.

...Churches reforming to reach the lost for Christ
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as migrants to be salt and light in our new home
Australia.
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understand. We do ourselves a big favour by
looking outwards and asking how can we help &
assist other migrants.

Be tough!
If your journey was hard or painful, make some
Migrating is not for the faint hearted. And one
quickly learns to grow a thicker skin and to tough it mental notes. Not so one can feel sorry for yourself,
but to be aware of the feelings of others who walk a
out. Adopting and integrating takes time & effort.
similar journey. Use that as motivation to be there
Of course there is a time of mourning the loss of
for others.
our old home and the separation that now lies
In this way we will be Jesus’ arms hugging the
between us and our closest family. But things will
lonely, Jesus’ hands lifting the weak, and Jesus’
get better. Some days we simply have to put one
voice speaking comfort.
foot in front of the other.
We learn to pray – and trust God - for our daily
bread. Remember we don’t walk alone. (Psalm
139:9-10 “If I rise on the wings of the dawn, if I
settle on the far side of the sea, even there your
hand will guide me, your right hand will hold me
fast”)
Pay it forward

In closing, through all the seasons of life, the easy
parts and the also the hard parts, let us lean into
God, always giving thanks to Him.
Joe & Cecile Vermeulen,
Grace Christian Reformed Church, Duncraig, WA

The best people to help migrants are migrants. We
know what it feels like. We can relate. We

Building Helpful
Relationships
Geoff van Schie talks about the value of sound ecumenical
relationships with churches in South Africa

It all happens behind the scenes and for most
people it goes unnoticed. Usually at a synod of the
CRCA held one every three years, it comes briefly
into the spotlight and then, except for those doing
the work, is often out of mind.
The work of the CRCA Committee for Ecumenical
Relationships (CER) has the important task of
building relationships with 'like minded'
denominations both home and abroad.
Very much in the field of this committee's work is
our relationship building with three large
Reformed Churches in South Africa. Together their
...Churches reforming to reach the lost for Christ

CRCA Ecumenical Secretary, Geoff van Schie,
addresses the Oct 2013 Synod of the Hervormde Kerk,
in Pretoria, South Africa

membership these denominations comprise about
two million members.
Our relationship with these churches in South
Africa has a very practical edge as many of their
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members, including a number of ordained
ministers, have made their way to the CRCA.

place in Australia if they happen to be visiting or
have already migrated.

When it comes to ministers of the Word wishing to
migrate to Australia and join the ranks of CRCA
pastors, the CER plays a very important role. On
one level the CRCA comes to the notice of South
African ministers when our delegates attend their
synods.

Once the interview is conducted and all found to be
in order, the CER will notify the churches and
Classes that it has screened an applicant who is
deemed suitable for work in the CRCA.

In most cases, the CER is asked to do the initial
screening of someone who has either directly
contacted the CER or has approached one of our
local churches or ministers. This makes good sense
as this committee has the links with the relevant
committees in these three churches.
When an applicant comes to the CER's attention, a
synod approved questionnaire is sent to the
applicant. Once returned, if the committee thinks
the applicant looks like a 'good match' for the
CRCA, referees supplied by the minister will be
contacted as well as members of his own church's
ecumenical committee.
Should the references be positive, an interview will
be arranged with a CER member. These have been
conducted in Sth Africa where we have met the
men at synods being attended or they have taken

The churches are reminded that the usual Classis
discussion (colloqium doctum) takes place to satisfy
itself that both as to doctrine and life, and whether
the applicant would fit in well into the Australian
context.
Over the years many ministers through this process
have joined our ranks and are now serving, others
for various reasons were considered not suitable for
the Australian context of the CRCA, while still
others did not go beyond the initial conversation.
We are thankful to the Lord for those relationships
we have with these overseas churches and the way
we have been enriched by their men who have
joined our ministry pool. We pray these
relationships will not only continue to be a blessing
to our churches but also to the glory of God.

Geoff van Schie
CRCA Ecumenical Secretary

Discussion between delegates at the Synod of the South African Hervormde Kerk, October 2013
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No Other Name:
Hillsong
Zac Hicks
Pastor of Worship at Coral Ridge Presbyterian
Church, Florida, Zac Hicks reviews the latest
Hillsong album, and tells us why it’s worth
considering

As Hillsong continues to put out Westernworship-influencing album after album at an
amazingly rapid rate, I am reminded of what
seems to have been Charles Wesley's (intentional
or unintentional) principle of influence: put out
a lot of material, and the handful of songs that
are supposed to stand the test of time will. I
admire this about the vision of Hillsong's now
quite diversified worship offerings. As with
most of my reviews, I try to funnel my ideas
down two evaluative tracks: musicality and
theological content.
Review Summary
Musically, No Other Name is beautiful, though
"safe" and middle-of-the-road. The production is
exquisite, and the musical vibe is largely the
trademark, now classic, Hillsong sound: backing
choir, lots of pad layers, simple but captivating
electric guitar melodies, and lots of diverse
drum work. The songs are singable (though
high as always), with a few surprising melodic
twists. Theologically, I'm moved and incredibly
encouraged by an embracing and
contextualizing of tradition (the Creed, and the
Lord's Prayer), by a relative absence of
triumphalism present on most, if not all,
preceding Hillsong records, and by an intense
focus on the person and the work of Jesus.

...Churches reforming to reach the lost for Christ

Songs I would most likely incorporate in my
context:
"This I Believe (The Creed)"
"Our Father"
Musicality
I said above that the sound is "classic Hillsong,"
but there are tinges of 80s "synthology" on
several tracks, a sound that is hot on current
worship records. You notice it in the opening of
"My Story" and the musical hook of "Heaven
and Earth."
"Heaven and Earth" has an unusual approach to
the Chorus which is worth songwriters giving a
listen. There's a push and pull of the downbeat
of the Chorus. Though it starts on the word
"heaven," the tonic chord and the overall "drop"
into the Chorus doesn't happen until "-lide" of
"collide." It creates an interesting musical
moment of collision, painting the text in a
helpful way. It gives you the sensation of
singing over a mixed meter when you're not.
I always admire (envy? :) ) the imaginative
simplicity of the electric guitar parts. They are
always tasteful and fitting, yet melodic and
colorful. They're not overblown, but they add
interest and movement to the music that I find
satisfying and beautifying. Listen to what the
electrics do, for instance, in "No Other Name."
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Finally, noteworthy is an unconventional (for
Hillsong) melodic turn in "Depths." In the second
half of each verse (e.g. on the syllable "-va-" of
"salvation's song"), the melody jumps
unexpectedly. It gives the song a folk-Celtic quality
that is unusual for the pop melodies we've come to
expect.
Theological Content
Overall, the album is quite focused on Christ's
atonement...not a bad center-point at all! The
Bridge of "Heaven and Earth," for instance,
grounds the reconciling love foretold by the
prophets in the sacrifice of Christ:
By His stripes we are healed
By His death we can live
In Jesus' name
All oppression will cease
Every captive released
In Jesus' name
There are a few fresh, imaginative turns of phrase,
like, "Salvation's robe" and "freedom in His scars"
in the same song. The second verse of "No Other
Name" grounds the general praise of Christ in His
work on the cross. And "Calvary" is all about the
freedom and "covering" (a biblical word laden,
especially in Hebrew, with atonement-overtones).
As I mentioned above, for the first time to my
detection, Hillsong has minimized triumphalist
lyrics and expressions like "Jesus, I'm living for
You," "I give it all away for You," "I'm standing up
for You," etc. I'm really encouraged by this, and I
pray it is a sign of their theological editors (my
understanding is that they have a group of people
who edit their lyrical content) taking this dynamic
that I've pointed out over the years seriously. Even
in moments on this record when we are declaring
our love for and commitment to God, it is couched
in the context of God's prior love for us. "Depths"
captures this beautifully:
Verse 1
In Your presence I quiet my soul
And I hear Your voice
In my spirit I hear the sound
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Of salvation's song
Jesus, Jesus
Verse 2
I will wait in Your Word, O Lord
There Your Spirit speaks
Bringing life to the weary soul
To the depths of me
Jesus, Jesus
Chorus
I love You with all my heart
I love You with all my soul, Lord
I love You with alll my strength
With all that is within me
Notice several things. First, the Spirit is mentioned
as speaking through God's Word. That's not a small
thing, given the strong emphasis in Pentecostalism
on the Spirit speaking directly to individuals. I
appreciate, too, how, throughout the album, we're
noticing a better definition/distinction of the
persons and work of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit in
places like these. Second, the Chorus, based on the
shema, is a simple but beautiful response to the
psalm-like verses. It may be that this song, without
the proper context, could be a bit too individualised
("me and God") to be regularly utilized in corporate
worship, but I don't think it should be written off.
One aspect of No Other Name's content is VERY
encouraging. There is an embracing of and
interaction with the Church's Great Tradition like
I've never seen before. The opening song parts from
the standard fare of an upbeat song focused
inward. Instead, "This I Believe (The Creed)" looks
out and up, ground the album in nothing short of a
sung version of the Apostles' Creed. Amazing!
Several songs later, "Our Father" begins with these
lines that are quite uncommon in the songs of the
Pentecostal tradition:
The words of Christ
Passed down through generations
The Son of God
Teaching us to pray
Echoed words
Father, have Your will, Your way in me
Completely

...Churches reforming to reach the lost for Christ
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The Chorus then recites the first section of the
Lord's Prayer. It's simply beautiful, and it appears
to be yet another indicator that evangelicals are
continuing to explore and embrace the Church's
tradition in increasing measure. This is extremely
encouraging.
I might finally mention "Broken Vessels (Amazing
Grace)." I love the song's idea of wedding a
beautiful re-tune of "Amazing Grace" with the 2
Corinthians 4 language of broken pottery and jars
of clay. Perhaps this song could have been more
powerful if it had lingered longer in confession
before singing of amazing grace. As with many
gospel- and salvation-oriented songs, we
evangelicals make short shrift of our Confession of
Sin. I was hoping that this song would stay there a
while longer. We need more confession songs.
Hillsong, please write some!
In sum, No Other Name doesn't really break new
ground for Hillsong musically, but it certainly does
theologically and lyrically...for Hillsong. More of
their songs are avoiding looking down and in, but
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instead look out and up to Jesus, and there is a
refreshing picture of how they're attempting to
contextualize the Great Tradition in their music. It's
an important marker in the evolution of this very
influential worship resource provider.
UPDATE:
A friend pointed to me to the interaction of John
Dickson with Hillsong over the song based on the
Apostles' Creed. Fascinating to hear what Ben
Fielding had to say:
We [songwriters] are writing the liturgies of the
church today...recognizing that in a lot of
contemporary churches these liturgies aren't
read. And so, the songs of today literally become
the confession of the church.
Yes, and amen. Thank you, Hillsong, for your open
ears and your passion for the church universal!
Zac Hicks
(reprinted with permission)

Zac Hicks (D.Min. candidate, Knox Theological Seminary; M.Div., Denver Seminary; B.A., Biola
University) is Pastor of Worship at Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church in Ft. Lauderdale, FL, and
blogger at zachicks.com and Liberate. He grew up in Hawaii, studied music in Los Angeles, and
trained in Philosophy and Biblical Studies at Denver Seminary. His passions include exploring the
intersection of old and new in worship. Zac is an avid writer and recording artist, most recently having
produced His Be the Victor's Name (EP). He is a contributing author to Doxology & Theology
(Nashville: B&H, 2013).
Zac has been married over ten years to his wife, Abby, and they have four children--Joel, Jesse, Brody,
and Bronwyn.
Follow Zac on Twitter @zachicks
...Churches reforming to reach the lost for Christ
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Catalyst
•God reveals himself to fallen people through
his Word, in his acts of creation and
providence
•Jesus comes to reconcile people to God and
restore all things to God through his cross
and resurrection
• As people come under Christ’s rule and
proclaim his kingdom, praise is directed to
God and his Kingdom expressed

Catalyst seeks to

T

Contact details
David Groenenboom — Editor

0418 383 055
Copy and correspondence can be
forwarded in electronic format to
catalyst@crca.org.au
Follow and interact with Catalyst
Facebook

Twitter

•highlight God’s work through CRCA local churches, classes,
and workgroups
•honour God by showing God’s transforming grace at work in
people through CRCA ministries and mission
•encourage local churches toward increasing health and
witness
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Catalyst is published on a quarterly basis
in March, June, September, and
November
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